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Introduction

� in some microprobe applications the sample can’t be mounted inside the vacuum chamber

� requirements for the external (micro)beam:

- exit vacuum window

- additionally: efficient hit detection system and/or fast trigger

- properties of the sample could change (cell irradiation)

- size of the sample (large nuclear physics detectors)
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- secondary electrons

- hit detection efficiency???

� solution: thin diamond membrane � transmission detector and vacuum window



Detector production

1. start: 300µm thick 3×3 mm2 optical grade scCVD diamond crystal 
(purchased from E6)  

2. laser cutting to get approximately 30µm thick plates (Deleware Diamond Knives, Inc)   

3. etching 2×2 mm2 area in Ar-O2 plasma    
done at CEA, Saclay 

4. metallization with Al 

Al back contact

Al front contact



Detector production

5. mounting the membrane on the brass stage      

- back electrode is grounded over the stage through the conductive epoxy

- front electrode is connected to the PCB which is soldered on the stage      



Detector performances

a) Membrane thickness

- the detector is connected to the electronic chain
(charge sensitive preamplifier � shaping amplifier � ADC MCA � SPECTOR)

- thickness varies from 5.3 to 5.9 µm

- IBIC imaging with 1.3 MeV protons (energy loss in membrane ≈ 430 keV )
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Detector performances

b) Charge collection efficiency

ion beam

In coincidence:

� diamond membrane

� commercial diamond detector
(300µm CIVIDEC)

CCE vs. bias:

>99% charge 
collection efficiency



Detector performances

c) Beam broadening 

2MeV protons

� Distance between the mesh 
and the membrane is around 
150 µm
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Detector performances

c) Beam broadening 

beam width: 
1.4µm

beam width: 
2.6µm
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Detector performances

d) Radiation hardness

- 6 areas (100×100µm2) were irradiated on the microprobe line with different fluences

- ion beam: 1.3 MeV protons

- fluence range: from 6.8×1012 up to 8.7×1014 ion/cm2

- IBIC analysis also done with 1.3 MeV protons
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Detector performances

d) Radiation hardness

� 1/CCE vs. fluence:

� simple modelling: Q0/Q=1+Kd*Φd

* damage dose = fluence × NIEL

- increased radiation hardness is 
expected because of a very short 
collection distance

- no polarization at bias > 1 V

50µm DDL
commercial 

detector

- strong bias dependance



Detector performances

e) Vacuum window/tranmission detector

� Response to different proton beams (bias 42V, CoolFET):

2 MeV protons 
(energy loss ≈ 300 keV)

6 MeV protons 
(energy loss ≈ 120 keV)
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Conclusions

� 6 µm thick diamond membrane was produced at CEA Saclay 

� the membrane can withstand high vacuum conditions and  
simultaneously act as a transmission detector

� applications, future??? 

� excellent radiation hardness (no polarization was noticed)

� high detection efficiency (close to 100%) even for protons 



Thank you for attention!


